
INNOVATION LAUNCHPAD

A space for innovation,  
design, research and 
 manufacturing



Welcome to Cotie – the Centre of Technology and 
Innovation Excellence – here to provide North Devon 
businesses with the tools to create their own future. 

Developed by Petroc, and part-funded by the European 
Regional Development Fund (ERDF), Cotie’s mission is to provide 
SMEs, start-ups, and micro-businesses with access to a wide 
range of advanced technology-based facilities, all designed to 
nurture business growth and develop product ideas and  
concepts.

Our innovation centre is built to inspire collaboration and  
creativity, and contains everything from: 

      • an expertly-equipped development zone 
         with 3D manufacturing technology
      • a relaxed yet professional conferencing area
      • open-plan hot desks area complete with high spec  
         and fully loaded PCs and Macs 
      • a state-of-the-art cleanroom
      • two crisply modern design pods.

Cotie has been created to be North Devon’s very own  
Innovation Launchpad for small and medium-sized enterprises, 
and that’s why a bright new future for your business could be 
only a booking away.

Book online at www.cotie.co.uk or call 01271 852789



We’re here to help.
 
As an SME, start-up, or micro-business, you may have the 
knowledge, expertise, and inspiration to be a success in your 
chosen sector, but all too often companies are held back by 
their lack of facilities and access to technology.

It doesn’t matter where you are on your journey; whether 
you have an original idea that deserves to be explored, or are 
nearing development and require proof of concept, we are here 
to provide you with the tools, tech and facilities to turn great 
ideas into successful products.

All of Cotie’s facilities are available to book online or over 
the phone, at affordable rates that should fall within even the 
strictest of budgets, so you need only pay for what you need, 
when you need it.

Book online at www.cotie.co.uk or call 01271 852789

“Creativity is 
thinking up new 

things. Innovation is 
doing new things.“ 

 
Theodore Levitt 
(1925 – 2006) 



INNOVATION LAUNCHPAD

www.cotie.co.uk  Tel: 01271 852789

Centre of Technology and Innovation Excellence, Petroc, 
Old Sticklepath Hill, Barnstaple, Devon EX31 2BQ

INNOVATION LAUNCHPAD

This space is for the innovators, the dreamers,
the pioneers, the explorers, the people who 
dare to say ‘what if’. Those who have a clear 
view of where they are going and how to get 
there. Those who dream big and aren’t afraid

to keep on trying until they succeed.
For these people are tomorrow’s future

and will shape our lives.


